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Ostrander Lake Ski Touring Hut is on the shores of Ostrander Lake and at the foot of a wide and treeless slope 
some 600 feet high. Overnight accommodations and meals are available at Ostrander. Skiers may either ski in 
from the Glacier Point Road (about 8 miles) or take it easy, traveling on the "Weasels". Transportation for the 
trip may be arranged at the Badger Pass Ski House. --Yosemite Park & Curry Co. Photo. 
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Slopes 

Resist (if you can) the temp-

tation of riding to the top of your 

favorite ski mountain on a chairlift 

for just one weekend--instead, ski 

off into the untracked "winter won-

derland" beyond the packed slopes. 

When you do, you'll experience the 

feeling of being in another world--

a clean, white spiritual world--

silent except for the occasional 

fall of snow from the tall, majestic 

trees. You'll not want to hurry, and 

you'll find that you want to stop 

often to look at the sparkling snow 

crystals that cover the ground and 

cling to the trees. 

Do this once and you'll join 

forever the ranks of those who at 

least once every winter go on a ski 

tour. It is not necessary to be an 

expert skier to enjoy ski touring. 

If you are a beginner, start by 

touring on some of the back roads 

that are closed by snow. Select a 

road that goes up---you'll enjoy the 

long, gradual run at the end of the 

tour. 

Even on a one day tour, you 

should carry a small knapsack con-

taining food, extra clothing such as 

sweater, parka, extra gloves and 

socks, matches in a waterproof con-

tainer, suntan lotion, a kit with 

necessary supplies for making re-

pairs or adjustments of skis, and, 

of course, each party should include 

a, first aid kit. 

If you are attempting an over-

night tour of two or three days and 

plan on camping out, it would be  

advisable to carry some form of 

shelter. A tent is probably the 

most convenient and should be light 

enough that it would average about 

2 lbs. per person in the party. This 

would eliminate tent stakes, but 

skis and ski poles serve just as 

well. In addition to the items 

mentioned for a one day tour, you 

should have a rucksack with belly 

strap to keep the pack from swinging 

on turns, a sleeping bag, preferably 

down, a three-quarter length air 

mattress will keep your bag dry and 

will make for a more comfortable 

night, climbing skins or waxes, 

metal cup, map of the area in which 

you are touring and compass, and, 

again, sufficient food. One cannot 

travel very far on an empty stomach 

and the resistance to cold is 

greatly lowered with insufficient 

food. 

Touring can be very enjoyable 

when proper equipment is carried. It 

is easy to carry unnecessary things 

which only makes your pack heavier 

and tires you more easily. Don't be 

like the skier who went into the 

back country carrying a rope tow 

belt but no climbing skins or wax!! 

For more comprehensive details 

on ski touring, we recommend the 

MANUAL OF SKI MOUNTAINEERING avail-
able through the SIERRA CLUB, 1050 

Mills Tower, San Francisco 4, Calif 

fornia. Price $2.50. 

When a little bird tells you some-
thing, don't repeat it until you 
find out whether or not the little 
bird is a cuckoo. 

The alfrgal 

SPORTING GOODS & SPORTSWEAR 
HEADQUARTERS 

NEWMARK 2 - 5843 

2000 EAST ROSECRANS AVE. COMPTON 

Ski touring takes you away from the croltds, and you don't have to 
travel far. This Picture was taken near the well-Packed slopes of 
Holiday Hill in California on February 1, 1956. 
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Your LETTTEM 
Tell Us... 

Gentlemen: 
Due to the thoughtfulness of 

Louise Werner we were introduced to 
"Summit Magazine" and found it very 
interesting. This country has long 
needed a magazine which will tie 
both climbers and skiers together 
as it seems "Summit" will do. We 
sincerely wish you the best of 
success and will do what we can to 
introduce "Summit" to active out-
door folks here in San Diego. 

J. E. Gallwas 
Chula Vista, Calif. 

* * * 

SUMMIT Magazine: 
Just a word to thank you for 

receipt of my January issue of 
Summit Magazine. 

Before printing prices at 
various ski areas again I would 
suggest that you check them over a 
little more carefully as I notice 
several mistakes on page 2. 

Your reproductions of our ads 
are very well done and we wish you 
all sorts of good luck in your new 
venture. 

Morgan Adams,Jr., Pres. 
Mt. Baldy Ski Lifts, Inc. 
(California) 

(Ed. Note: Thank you for bringing 
this discrePancy in "Guide to Ski 
Areas" to our attention. We wi7,l 
make every effort to correct this 
information for our winter editions 
of 1956-57.) 

* * * 

SUMMIT Magazine: 
Enclosed are all the press re-

leases the Navy has made concerning 
OPERATION DEEPFREEZE thus far. Also 
enclosed are some official Navy 
photographs concerning the operation 
in the Antartic. A summary report 
will be submitted upon the return of 
Admiral Byrd and completion of the 
operation, around May 1, 1956.... 

Herbert E. Hetu, Lt. (jg) 
Department of the Navy 
Washington, D.C. 

(Ed. Note:' It is known that there 
are some high "summits" and moun-
tain plateaus in the Antartic. The 
SUMMIT Magazine staff is gathering 
information now for a future article 
on these "ice mountains". It is 
estimated that the oceans would rise 
105 feet if this ice melted.) 

to Page 22, Please 
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The RACER $47.50 
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Designed especially for American 

skiers by Willy Strasser, originator 

of the modern ski boot. See them at 

your ski shop— note the rugged con-

struction, the slipper comfort. 

You'll ski better in Strassers! 
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Ski Touting Areas 
In California 

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK: Badger Pass 
to Ostrander Lake Ski Hut. This is 
a 7-mile trip with a climb of about 
1,700 feet over fairly easy terrain. 
It doesn't require exceptional ski-
ing ability, but you should have one 
or two experienced skiers in your 
party. You can travel light and 
purchase meals and lodging at the 
ski hut, or you can bring your own 
food and bedding and use the kitchen 
facilities and bunks at no cost. Ad-
vance reservations must be made with 
the Yosemite Park and Curry Company. 

Touring to Ostrander usually 
takes all morning and the better 
part of an afternoon, if you don't 
hurry. The well-marked route fol-
lows the Glacier Point highway for 
three miles, then turns east toward 
Horse Ridge and the ski hut. 
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK: Badger Pass 
to Glacier Point Mountain House. 
This 10-mile route follows the sum-
mer highway all the way to the Moun-
tain House. You will have no navi-
gation problems, and you will need 
only minimum equipment. The care-
taker at the lodge cooks excellent 
meals. 

The view into the valley from 
this point can truthfully be called 
magnificent. The falls are frozen 
masses of ice, and the sheer granite 
walls stand in bold relief against 
the snowy backdrop--Cathedral Range, 
Clark Range and the main crest of 
the Sierra. 
SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK: Wolverton 
Meadows to Pear Lake Ski Hut. You 
should be a good skier and in good 
physical condition to make this 
strenuous climb to Pear Lake Ski 
Hut at 9,650 feet. However, bunks 
and a limited food supply are avail-
able at the hut, so you need only 
carry your sleeping bag, lunch, and 
such other equipment as deemed 
necessary for a one-day tour. For 
further information, write Head-
quarters, Sequoia National Park. 
SAN GORGONIO MOUNTAIN in Southern 
California: This is one of the most 
popular areas for ski-touring by 
southland skiers because the snow 
lasts well into spring and early 
summer. You reach the beginning of 
the trail via the Barton Flats Road 
from Redlands, take the Jenks Lake 
cutoff and continue to the end of 
the, road. A well-marked ski trail  

leads you through a meadow (ideal 
for camping) up "Christmas Tree 
Hill" to a primitive structure known 
as the Edelweiss Hut. You can use 
this hut for sleeping and cooking 
purposes, however, it is recommended 
that you bring your own snow camping 
equipment. Directly above the 
hut, there is good skiing in the 
"Little Draw" or by traversing to 
the left of the mountain, there are 
good runs in the "Big Draw." 

MINERAL KING. Reached via Visalia 
over Mineral King Road which leaves 
state highway at Hammond. From the 
end of the road at Mineral King 
(7,830) you have your choice of five 
different routes which will take you 
through some of the most scenic high 
mountain country in the Sierra. You 
should bring all of your supplies 

and snow camping equipment with 
you. One of the best routes is the 
Soda Creek Trail which goes south,  

then up the east bank of the river, 
to the bend where the main stream 
comes down from FradAlin Lakes. By 
ascending this stream you reach 
Franklin Lakes, 31/h miles from your 
starting point and a good spot for 
overnight camping. 
KEARSARGE PASS. Reached via Inde-
pendence and Onion Valley. From the 
end of the road in Onion Valley you 

to page 20, Please 
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Off to climb the highest Oak in Baja California are Bill Henderson of La Habra, Jack 
Donovan and John Chrivia of Coronado, Louise Werner of Alhambra, Edward Bernhard of 
Coronado, marge Henderson of La Habra. (California) -.PHOTO BY NILES WERNER. 

BY LOUISE T. WERNER 

"That's what I said," repeated 

Ed Bernhard, catching a branch of 

the pala verde tree as he slithered 

down the loose rocks, "The last 4000 

feet on El Picacho del Diablo in 

five hours." He shifted the pads 

that kept the straps of his knapsack 

from cutting into his bare shoulders. 

"Are you kidding?" I asked. 

Never would I forget my 22 hour 

struggle on the last 4000 feet of 

the Devil's own peak, the highest 

point in Baja California. 

"O.K. You don't believe me". 

Ed's jaw squared. "I'm going to 

show you." 

Six of us had come to spend 

Thanksgiving week exploring Canon 

Diablo in the Sierra San Pedro 

Martir in the northern interior of 

the penninsula of Baja California. 

Edward Bernhard, a building con-

tractor, had brought along Jack 

Donovan and John Chrivia from 

Coronado, California. It was Ed's 

custom, when taking off for the 

mountains, to fill the cab of his 

Chevy pick-up with young fellows. 

Bill Henderson of La Habra, 

California, a project engineer with 

Beckman Instrument Company, and his 

wife, Marge, had ridden with us in 

our 4-wheel drive jeep. Jeep had 

met Chevy at the village of San 

Felipe, 145 miles south of the 

4 

Mexican border, on the western shore 

of the Gulf of California. From 

there we had followed a couple of 

ruts forty miles northwest across 

the San Felipe Desert to the eastern 

base of the Sierra San Pedro Martir, 

to within an hour's walk of the 

mouth of Canon Diablo. 

Bill leaped the gaps between 

the man-high boulders with evident 

relish. "Gaining 4000 feet of ele-

vation in five hours seems reason-

able," he said, "We've often done 

better than that, even at higher 

altitudes. El Picacho is only a 

little over 10,000 isn't it?" 

"Bill, can't you pick an easier 

way?" complained Marge, "You and 

your six feet.. .my pack keeps throw-

ing me off balance. I'm going down 

to the stream; I'd rather wade." 
Ed chuckled. "Bill, you sound 

like every other newcomer to this 

mountain; just like I did seven 

years ago. I sat on the rim of the 

great Western Plateau on the other 

side of the mountain. It looked 

like a cinch. I stuffed some lunch 

into my pocket, left my knapsack 

behind, and started for the summit. 

Two days later I dragged myself 

back, thirsty, hungry and ragged; 

and I hadn't been anywhere near the 

summit." 

"Well," began Bill, "I don't 

see..." 

"You will," said Ed. 

Already, on the first day  

out, our original purpose (to ex-

plore Canon Diablo in a leisurely 

manner) was losing ground to the 

fatal fascination of the peak. 

Canon Diablo cuts a semi-spiral 

around El Picacho del Diablo' s 

northern flank, beginning at about 

9000 feet on the west side of the 

peak and ending at about 2000 feet 

on the east side. We knew of two 

parties that had entered Canon 

Diablo at its upper beginning and 

had climbed all the way down this 22 

mile ramp. We knew of no one who 

had entered at the mouth and climbed 

all the way up. An obstruction in 

the form of a forty foot pool fed by 

a stream ppuring out of a U-shaped 

trough of slick granite, had prob-

ably been a discouraging factor, 

occurring as it did, within the 

first mile. Detouring this obstruc-

tion via a ridge to the right, we 

had made our first and only use of 

the nylon rope Bill carried. 

The sun sank behind the canyon 

wall and a sandy flat invited us to 

drop our packs and camp for the 
night. "I'd say we've come ten 

miles today," said Ed, bringing a 

can of beans to the fire the boys 

were building against a huge boul-

der. He sniffed at the dehydrated 

stew in my billy can. "I see why 

your pack weighs only 23 pounds," he 

said. He sat down by the fire and 

ate his beans cold. 

Marge held up a solid-looking 



biscuit. "We're going to exist on 

these cakes I made. They have 

everything--wheat germ, nuts, fruit, 

honey, Roman Meal...." John Chrivia 

sat with his bare feet to the fire, 

gnawing on a big sausage. 

The second day, Tuesday, we 

crashed through miles of manzanita 

and scrub oak. Catclaw and mesquite 

reached for our faces and clothing. 

A couple of times both canyon and 

stream forked and Ed sent the boys 

ahead to scout. 

The canyon narrowed, the gran-

ite slick with water-wearing and 

beautifully marbled in soft browns, 

blues and yellows. The small amount 

of light that entered the inner 

gorge gave it a muted mood. Ferns 

lushed in dark caverns behind water-

falls. I was glad I had sharp lug 

soles so that I could enjoy the 

utter virginity of the place without 

worrying whether my boots would hold 

on the slick tilted strata. 

The canyon widened. A live oak 

forest appeared and we walked on a 

thick carpet of mold striped with 

fallen logs. Emerging from its 

gloom on a small knoll, Ed stopped 

to study the skyline ahead. "If 

that's the Pinnacle Ridge we'll make 

Cedaroak Camp tonight," he said. 

"Cedaroak Camp is at the beginning 

of my five hour route to the 

summit." 

The notorious Pinnacle Ridge, 

the nemesis of climbers on El 

Picacho del Diablo's west side, 

stretches like a bridge between the 

great Western Plateau of the Sierra 

San Pedro Martir and the summit of 

El Picacho del Diablo; a bridge that 

promises easy access to the peak. 

From the 9000 foot rim of the Pla-

teau the route along the Pinnacle 

Ridge to the 10,136 foot summit 

looks simple. From that side the 

Pinnacle Ridge presents the Dr. 

Jekyll aspect of a Jekyll-Hyde 

personality. 

In 1932, a strong team of rock 

climbers stood on the Plateau rim 

appraising this route. "It's a 
cinch," they concluded, stuffed some 

lunch into their pockets, left their 

knapsacks behind and headed for the 

peak. Two and a half days later 

they dragged back, thirsty, hungry 

Edward Bernhard, a contractor 
from Coronado, California, spent 
six summer vacations establishing a 
direct route to the summit of El 
Picacho del Diablo, the highest 
Point in Baja California. 

--PHOTO BY LOUISE WERNER. 

and tired. They had reached the 

summit, but only after climbing five 

other pinnacles that reared up in 

their path. The Pinnacles are so 

placed that from the Plateau rim 

they blend into the mountain mass; 

one is not aware that they exist. 

The route is waterless. 

Five years ago, during my 22-

hour struggle to make the last 4000 

feet on the peak, the Pinnacle Ridge 

had been our nemesis too, though in 

a different way. We had come up the 

west side of the range. In order to 

avoid the Pinnacle Ridge we had 

dropped down on the north side of 

it, 3500 feet into upper Canon 

Diablo, in search of a supposedly 

easy route up the northwest flank of 

the peak. Again and again we found 

ourselves in rock climbing terrain, 

having fallen for the temptation to 

start up to soon. While we thought 

we were avoiding the Pinnacle Ridge, 

we kept scrambling up to cul-de-sacs 

on its northern slope. When we 

finally reached a summit it was the 

false peak. We had passed up the 

true summit! 

Cedars began to appear among 

the oaks. The last light of day was 

waning when Ed recognized a duck he 

had placed several years ago on a 

huge boulder blocking the stream- 

bed. We scrambled left up a fifty-

foot bank to a bench covered with 

oaks and cedars. Ed pointed to a 

light-colored streak of boulders 

coming down the slope beside it. 

"There's the beginning of my five-

hour route to the summit," he said. 

"Carry your longies tomorrow," 

I advised Marge, "and some extra 

food. I for one am going to be at 

least partially prepared to sit out 

the night on the mountain." 

At daylight Wednesday we headed 

up the boulder wash. It seemed to 
come down from a ridge high above. 

"There's the first temptation to 

avoid," said Ed. "It's good going 

and it leads straight into the 

Pinnacles." 

As we turned left out of it 

into a brushy gully, Bill stopped. 

"I've got a kind of a pain in my 

right side," he said, feeling the 

area below his ribs. 

"Do you suppose you strained 

something when you fell back there?" 

There was concern in Marge's voice. 

"Maybe," Bill broke out of the 

brush to friction up granite slabs 

to his left, toward a gap behind a 

buff-colored dome, shaped like a 

teapot. Reaching the gap he stopped 

again, feeling his side. 

"I'm worried, Bill," said 
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Life is work, and everything you 
do is so much more exPerience. Some-
times you work for wages, sometimes 
not, but what does everybody make 
but a living? And whatever you have 
you must either use or loSe.--HENRY 

FORD. 
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Marge. "I've never heard you com-

plain of a pain before. Maybe we 

ought to go back." 

"It may be only a bit of indi-

gestion." Bill sat down on a 

boulder. 

"Take a deep breath." said John 

Chrivia. "Now press where it 

hurts." Bill did so and caught his 

breath. "That's it!" said Sohn. 

"That's what the Doc did to me when 

I had appendicitis. Boy, if it 

bursts you' ye got only 24 hours." 

"Oh, Bill! No!" cried Marge; a 

tear ran down her cheek. The near-

est hospital was a two days' walk 

plus a 200 mile drive away. 

For some minutes we stood, won-

dering what do do. Then Bill said, 

"Marge and I had better go down,just 

in case. There's no need for the 

rest of you to turn back. With only 

about four hours left to the summit, 

you wouldn't be far behind in any 

case. Besides, this may be just a 

false alarm and I'd hate for all of 

of you to miss the summit on my 

account." 

John Chrivia flapped a loose 

sole. "I'm going down too," he 

said. "I've had it." 

"I don't know whether we did  

the right thing to go on," said 

Ed, as Jack Donovan and I followed 

him across the slope beyond the 

dome. He seemed a little uncertain 

of the route. "You'd think after 

spending six vacations ironing out 

the false leads, I should know the 

route by heart. I don't see Slot 

Wash. We've got to find Slot Wash. 

It's the key to the route." 

Ed had discovered Slot Wash 

several years ago while studying the 

peak from the Plateau rim through 

powerful binoculars. Feeling that 

this gully which seemed to streak 

straight down from the peak, might 

be climbable, he memorized landmarks 

on both sides of it before going 

down into the canyon. From below, 

however, everything looked differ-

ent; the "landmarks" had been, for 

the most part, unrecognizable. 

When he had eventually located 

Slot Wash he had made another im-

portant discovery; most of the seem-

ingly aimless wanderings of climbers 

on this part of the mountain had 

been due to wrong interpretations as 

to the position of the summit. The 

summit was never visible until 

you were almost on it. You had to 

visualize its position correctly and 

From below, the entrance into this gorge was obstructed by a forty foot 
Pool fed by water pouring out of a U-shaPed trough of slick granite. The 
Party detoured over the top of it. --PHOTO BY LOUISE WERNER. 
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$KI BALDY! 
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Iff 4414  \ 

3 double chair lifts 

00' 6 rope tows 
EL 86 

ONLY 49 MILES FROM L.A. 

Ed Bernhard and Jack Donovan aPProach the summit of El Picacho del Diablo. 
Behind them the notorious Pinnacle Ridge, as seen from the east, reveals the 
savage side of its Jekyll-Hyde character. --PHOTO BY LOUIBE WERNER. 
Island. 

Turning our backs on the Pin-
nacle Ridge, we let our eyes travel 
down the huge canyons that cut the 
eastern flank of the mountain to the 
dry lake on the San Felipe Desert 
and the blue waters of the Gulf of 
California stretching to Sonora on 
the Mexican mainland. 

When we returned to the cars 
two days later we learned to our 
great relief that Bill had gotten 
down without incident, had been 
driven to the hospital in Calexico 

where examination disclosed no signs 
of appendicitis. The painful area 
had turned black and blue indicating 
that perhaps his fall early Wednes-
day, had caused the pain. 

* * * 

Vacation Resort - a place that over—

looks a lake, and also overlooks 
comfortable beds, good food and run-
ning water. 

* 

Summer Resort - a ton where the 
inhabitants live on yQur vacation 
money until the next sumer. 

ON YOUR WAY TO 
SAN BERNARDINO SKI AREAS? 

For 

in 
San Bernardino 

PRATT BROS. 
SPORTING GOODS 

381 Highland Drive 
San Bernardino, 

California 

OPEN SUNDAYS! 
Rentals Repairs 

then make for that invisible point 
instead of for high points visible 
on either side of it. (Ed probably 
inherited his flair for tactical 
manuevering from his father, the 
late Alva D. Bernhard, Vice Admiral 
in the United States Navy.) 

"They're probably back at camp 
packing up," said Jack as we climbed 
toward a dead pine standing sentinel 
on a bald ridge. Ed hurried toward 
a brushy area a few hundred yards 
above. Suddenly he straightened and 
pointed diagonally upward. "Slot 
Wash!" he yelled. We looked up at 
a steep gully running roughly par-
allel to the north shoulder of the 
uoUntain. Ed turned back toward the 
sentinel pine on the bald ridge. 

"There's a landmark to remem-
ber," he said. "Build some ducks 

along here, Jack. Gosh, I hope 
Bill's all right." 

We dropped down a ways to get 
into Slot Wash. "The only place on 
the route where you loose elevat-
ion," said Ed. We stayed in the 
general middle of Slot Wash, avoid-
ing forks leading to the Pinnacle 
Ridge on the right skyline and forks 

leading left towards the false 
summit. Slot Wash narrowed and we 
found water trapped under a dry 
falls and filled our canteens. 

Looking west across Canon 
Diablo we saw that we were leveling 
with the 9000 foot rim of the Pla-
teau. We encountered now and then 
a step requiring a long leg-stretch, 
and a slab tilted precariously over 
a drop-off. We realized for the 
first time that the rope had gone 
back with Bill; we wondered how he 

was making out. 
It was nearing noon; we were 

somewhat behind Ed's five-hour 
schedule. Suddenly a rocky baffle 
loomed directly in front of us. "The 
summit is right behind it," yelled 

Ed, jubilantly. We climbed around 
to the left. What Ed pointed out 
as the summit didn't noticeably 
stand out above other high points 
on the ridge. To the last, the 
summit of El Picacho del Diablo had 
played possum. 

Now we got the full impact of 
the "Mr. Hyde" aspect of the Pin-
nacle Ridge. Instead of veiling 
its threats with blended contours, 
as it does from the west, here each 
separate pinnacle seemed to rear up 
crosswise of the ridge like a jagged 
wall. Beyond them the Encantada 
meadow broke the dark green of the 
forested plateau. Fifty airline 
miles away we could see the Pacific 
Ocean breaking against San Martin 
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Tips on Fishing: 

Using The Wet Fly 
There are several basic methods 

of trout fishing, among them bait 
fishing, nymph fishing, spinning, 
dry fly and wet fly fishing. In 
this article we will endeavor to 
give you some of the outstanding 
points of wet fly fishing which is 
the most universal method of catch-
ing trout. In succeeding articles 
we will discuss the other methods of 
trout fishing. 

Wet fly fishing is the easiest 
method for the fly fishing beginner. 

Fine rods and delicate terminal 
tackle are not necessary to success, 

and what's most important, it's as 

good a way as any to take trout. 
Generally speaking, a rod from 

4 to 5 ounces in weight and 81/2  to.9 

feet long is best. A level line and 
a nine foot leader with a taper to 

lx is satisfactory. 
Wet flies differ from dry flies 

WET FLIES 

11 
DRY FLIES 

in that the feathers and hairs are 
tied slanting back along the hook in 

a streamlined fashion so that the 
fly will slide through the water 

easily. The hackles are soft in 
order that they will conform with 
the current and also will absorb and 
hold water. The hackles of the dry 

fly are tied at right angles to the 

hook shank and should be stiff and 
not hold moisture. 

Tie the fly to the leader by 

using the simple clinch knot as 

illustrated. Put the point of the 
leader through the eye and hold it 

in place with the thumb and fore-
finger of the left hand. Then wind 
the point around the standing part 
of the leader three or four times, 
bring it back and put it through the 
hole by the eye, and pull taut. 

The conventional method of wet-
fly fishing is to cast the fly 
across the current, then, while 
allowing the stream to swing it 
around and below, to impart action 

to the fly with rhythmic jerks of 
the rod tip. 

The beginner should start in a 

rapids or fast water. A trout's 

vision is more limited in broken 
water than in smooth; he does not 

have the opportunity to inspect the 

fly leisurely and, therefore, is 
less choosy; and when he strikes in 

fast water on a taut line, he hooks 
himself. 

When the flies have swung below 

the fisherman, he can strip in and 
make another cast, working carefully 
downstream so as to cover new water, 

Between casts the flies should be 
false cast as seldom as possible 
since they should remain wet and 
sink the moment they touch the 
water. 

The successful fisherman should 
always be ready to experiment. When 
you make the cast across stream, in-

stead of bringing the line up taut 

immediately and giving your fly 
action from the start, you can allow 
it to float naturally with the cur-

rent for several feet. The line 
should be barely taut. This allows 

the fly to be swept naturally with 

the current and to sink a foot or so 
where most feeding trout lie. 

If the fish don't take your 
lure by this method, try working the 

fly in slow sweeps with long rests 
in between instead of short, sharp 
jerks. Retrieving the flies across 
a pool as slowly as possible, merely 
by working the line with the fingers 
will occasionally bring results. 

Sometimes flies fed downstream 
around a rock, slowly, as a worm 
fisherman would present his bait, 
will bring a strike. The same 
system can be used to feed your fly 
downstream under overhanging willows 
or under a cut bank. Since trout 
in well-protected spots, such as in 

to Page 16, please 

MORE TIME 
TO SKI! 

FLY UNITED 
TO YOUR 
FAVORITE 

SKI RESORT! 

ASPEN ALTA 
SUN VALLEY 

RENO SKI BOWL 
TIMBERLINE 
MT. RAINIER 

YOSEMITE 
SUGAR BOWL 

SQUAW VALLEY 
NEW ENGLAND 

Why waste precious time travel-

ing when your favorite ski center 

is just hours away via fast, com-

fortable United Mainliners? And 

it's not only fast, but economical, 

too. 

For reservations and complete infor-
mation call your travel agent. 
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BY AL MARTELL 

In 1950, eleven members of the 

San Gorgonio Ski Club which had, and 

still has, a small area on Angeles 

Crest Highway, decided to pool their 

mutual interest in skiing, talent, 

finances and general know-how into a 

common venture--a ski area of their 

own, both for their own pleasure and 

for the general public. 

The intrepid eleven, excellent 

skiers all, scouted the Angeles 

Crest Area thoroughly and decided 

upon a site right across the street 

from the San Gorgonio Ski Club 

area. They applied to the Forest 

Service for an operating permit and 

lease and, after receiving same, set 

to work to clear the area. 

The result is Kratka Ridge, 

known by skiers throughout the west 

as one of the finest beginners and 

intermediate areas in Southern 

California. 

Located only 50 miles from Los 

Angeles' City Hall, and a mere hour 

and a half drive from almost any-

where in the Southland, Kratka 

Ridge, from that somewhat insignifi-

cant start, has really grown in 

stature and prestige. 

But let's get back to how the 

eleven boys (only nine of them are 

still active) set about their task. 

The idea for Kratka Ridge (it 

receives its name since it was dis-

covered by two boys named Kratka, 

surveyors, in the twenties) was that 

of Howard Worthing who now serves as 

president of the group. An engineer 

by trade, Worthing sold his other 

ten colleagues on the Kratka idea 

and soon they were hot on the job. 

An excellent beginners area was 

first fashioned, soon followed by a 

highly adequate intermediate area. 

By late 1951, Kratka boasted three 

rope tows, a warming house, an ex-

cellea "top of the mountain tow", 

and it fast became a haunt for 

skiers who wanted to get up to the 

snow in a hurry. 

Besides Worthing, the Kratka 

"do-it-yourselfers" include Everett  

Lehman, Vice-President, an electri-

cian at Universal-International 

studios; Robert E. Dunne, Secretary, 

an attorney and former ski-trooper 

in the army; Rex L.Wakefield, Treas-

urer, who by trade is office manager 

of Walston and Company, Los Angeles, 

stock and bonds house, who has been 

an active skier since the early 

thirties; Jack Belchee, an escrow 

officer for Title Insurance and 

Trust Company, a great believer in 

open slopes; Joe Diener, a mainten-

ance supervisor for Goodyear Tire 

and Rubber, who was Worthing's 

principal assistant in the building 

of all Kratka's machinery; Charles 

K. Jewell, a pharmacist, who origi-

nally organized the ski patrol; 

Woodruff (Woody) Toal, a wholesale 

lumber salesman, an enthusiastic 

lover of skiing and mountains; and 

last, but not least, handsome Randy 

Zimmer, a finish carpenter by trade, 

who managed Kratka for the first 

four years and is one of the finest 

and best-known skiers in Southern 

California. Randy's lovely wife, 

Norma, is also an excellent slatster 

and is famed for her TV singing on 

the Comedy Hour and the Max Factor 

and Coast Federal Savings commerc-

ials. 

By the spring of 1953, the 

Kratka "boys" were not satisfied 

with their amazing progress. So, 

they decided to install their own 

chairlift. Worthing and Diener, as 

professional engineers, scouted 

every area in California which 

boasted a lift. Noting the best 

features of each, they set about 

designing their own, and then came 

an almost insurmountable task. 

By then their number was only 

nine, and that nine did every lick 

of work on the awesome project. They 

cleared the area themselves, working 

every weekend for almost two years. 

All machinery for the lift was 

machined and completed at Worthing's 

sheet metal shop, including the hull 

wheel, chairs, pre-fabbed towers and 

other parts. 

When the area was cleared, the 

boys transported the lift parts 

piece by piece up the mountain, and 

in late 1954, December, to be exact,  

the job was completed. 

Kratka Ridge has its own chair-

lift, second to none in the west, and 

constructed in every detail by its 

own members. 

The lift is a single chair 

device, boasting 70 chairs. Its 

towers are 30 feet high, set in 

concrete, with chairs never being 

more than 18 feet off the ground. 

It's powered by two Chrysler engines, 

one stationary and the other a 

standby. The hull wheel, including 

the power units, weighs 5 tons. The 

lift is 2,000 feet long, with a 700 

foot rate of incline. It can trans-

port approximately 650 skiers from 

the base of the ridge to the crest 

per hour, only 20 from the maximum 

allowable by the U. S. Forest 

Service. 

Randy Zimmer explains the 

single-chair theory as practiced by 

Kratka: 

"It's our opinion that the 

single chair lift is much easier and 

safer to operate, for the simple 

reason that it's much easier to 

handle the single skier at the top 

of the lift. It's plenty tough to 

handle a single person, let alone 

two at that point, and we're think-

ing about our patron's safety as 

well." 

So, there's the story of Kratka 

Ridge. 

Rex Wakefield discloses that 

the investment of Kratka is nearly 

$150,000, divided equally among the 

nine members. The area now boasts 

five rope tows in addition to the 

chairlift, with another being con-

templated at the top of the mountain. 

Next on the Kratka building agenda 

is a larger and improved warming 

house, a small lodge (if water can 

be obtained) and a restaurant. 

Boasting one of the finest 

views from the crest of the ridge, 

Kratka is also planning to open 

during the summer for sightseers, 

picknicers and tourists,with the 

chairlift, of course, taking them to 

the gorgeous crest. 

In fact, like other fine ski 

areas, Kratka Ridge has just about 

everything, this winter of 1956--

even snow as of late January. 
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ABOVE: Five of the nine men, who by trade are salesman, attorney, engineer, pharmacist and business executives 
worked together on v,:eekends to build Kratka Ridge Chairlift. BELOW: Unloading shed atop the crest of the 2,000 
foot chairlift. 
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For those who like to get off 
the beaten track or not, Oregon has 
a variety of vacationlands "away 
from it all." 

Along the 400-mile Pacific 
Ocean coastline in Oregon's coastal 
mountains are many retreats for 
campers, fishermen and vacationers 
where relaxation and recreation are 
the order of the holiday. Just off 
the coast, but near enough for easy 
access are several forest camps 
where life is easy in the great 
outdoors. Seven state parks have 
been opened for camping on the coast 
for this season, too. And many of 
the fishing resorts are located on 
the coastal streams, off the beaten 
track, but easily accessible by auto-
mobile and paved highways. 

On the southwestern coast, you 
can take a trip by mail launch from 
Gold Beach to Agness. This trip 
takes you 32 miles up the Rogue 
River into a primitive mountain 
hinterland accessible only by boat. 
A longer boat trip, consuming five 
days, may be taken from Grants Pass 
to the sea. 

Exploring forest roads and 
forest camps in the southwestern 
part of Oregon takes you well into 
virgin mountain territory where 
hiking, exploring and horseback 
riding make happy holidays. The 
Siskiyou and Rogue River National 
Forests have many forest camps where 
the scent of fresh pine and fir 
forests give zest to vacation days. 

Such nationally famous spots as 
Oregon Caves and Crater Lake takes 
you into the quiet of mountain fast-
nesses where wild animals seek 
refuge and become friends to the 
people who come to visit them. The 
guided tour through the Oregon Caves 
is both interesting and instructive. 
Accommodations are available at the 
Chateau there. 

Crater Lake is the deepest of 
12  

deep blues, set in the cauldron of 
an ancient volcano, 2000 feet deep 
and over a mile high at water level. 
Wizard Island, an island within the 
lake is a perfect volcano in it- 
self. Friendly rangers lecture 
daily, explaining to you the for-
mation of this very unusual and 
beautiful attraction. 

Along the seven Oregon Cascade 
Mountain passes you will find side-
roads to forest camp havens where 
lake and stream fishing, hiking and 
horseback riding are al waysa 
pleasure. Several pack stations in 
the Cascades offer you pack trips 
along the Skyline Trail and into the 
far reaches of the mountains and to 
back country lakes. 

If you like your holiday "away 
from it all", but want accommodat-
ions, you will find modern facili-
ties and resorts throughout the 
Cascades on easy-to-travel highways. 

Wildlife and geologic format-
ions are interesting for exploration 
too, in high plateau rangelands of 
Central and Eastern Oregon. Such 
famous places as the Hart Mountain 
Antelope Refuge near Lakeview, the 
Malheur Wildlife Refuge near Burns, 
several other refuge areas and lava 
and fossil beds are all situated for 
maximum enjoyment. 

In the Wallowa and Blue moun-
tains are other forest retreats and 
semi-wilderness areas where it's fun 
to be alive. The Eagle Cap Wilder-
ness area south of Wallowa Lake is 
one of the few remaining primitive 
areas in the nation. Within its 
boundaries are several peaks over 
10,000 feet in elevation, countless 
alpine lakes and beautiful white 
water streams. Other vacation areas 
are found at Spout Springs along 
Oregon State Highway 204 and the 
Anthony Lakes region out of La 
Grande and Baker. 

South of the Wallowas, accessi- 

ble from Halfway and Pondosa is the 
Eagle Creek forest area where forest 
camps are found to tempt the camper 
and explorer. 

This year boat trips are avail-
able through Hells Canyon from 
Robinette, Oregon, to Lewiston, 
Idaho, on the awesome Snake River. 
The Baker Chamber of Commerce is 
also sponsoring motor trips from 
Homestead, Oregon to view the depths 
of Hells Canyon from Sheep Rock and 
Red Ledge mine. You can make 
arrangements for the boat trips and 
motor trips by writing directly to 
the Baker Chamber of Commerce, Bak-
er, Oregon. 

Along the famous Columbia River 
Gorge, too, are stopping places and 
side trips which will make this trip 
a memorable one in your vacation 
log. A hiking trip up the Skyline 
Trail from Eagle Creek Forest Camp, 
east of Bonneville, where overnight 
camping is convenient and enjoy-
able, is one of the pleasant experi-
ences in this area. Camping is also 
fun along the Mt. Hood Loop Highway 
where trails lead to vistas and 
waterfalls on the very slopes of Mt. 
Hood, Oregon's highest mountain 
Peak. 

More than 25 state parks and 
over 250 forest camps permit outdoor 
living in the state of Oregon. These 
are in addition to more than 150 
state parks where picnic facilities, 
historic settings and imposing views 
are located. 

Yes, throughout the Beaver 
State are interesting side trips for 
you who like to vacate the beaten 
track during your vacation days; and 
no matter where you go, you will 
find air-conditioned weather and 
cool nights for good sleeping and 
restful holidays. You'll remember 
Oregon for her variety of vacation-
lands and recreation and for her 
hospitable people. 



Mud Lake, near Elk Lake, west of Bend, Oregon on North Century Drive is one of several fishing lakes located 
in the heart of this Cascade recreational area. The Three Sisters Peaks and Broken TO Peak are among Cascade 
teaks seen from Mud Lake. --(OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT PHOTO). 
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BASE CAMP 
BY NORMAN SANDERS 

eno 
t 
Reno 

Ski 
Bowl 

a 

It's a bigger, better season than 
ever before in the huge bowl 
between Reno and Lake Tahoe. 
From nearly two miles up ... 
the slopes have been groomed, 
the giant double chair lifts have 
been readied . . . on down to 
the broad paved highway to 
town and the convenient bus 
service. Accommodations? Reno 
has them, all prices, all kinds 
. . . a tremendous selection. 

SKI SCHOOL 

Now conducted by Gordon 
Wren, offering special ski school 
tows which total more than 

1,700 feet. 

gateway 
to the 

114 

How does a Sunday hiker make 

the transition into a dyed in the 

wool, fanatic Mountain Climber? All 

it really takes is a little money 

and lots of time, and anyone can do 

it. 

It was the year 1953 when I 

took the big step. Before that time 

I had worn out lots of war surplus 

shoe leather on trails in the local 

mountains but had never climbed any-

thing without a well worn path to 

the summit. 

In the spring of that year, I 

joined the U.C.L.A. Bruin Mountain-

eers. Although this group is well 

known for its sports car rallies, 

beach parties, poetry writing con-

tests and other divers activities,it 

is also an active mountaineering 

club. 

Along towards summer, four of 

us started planning a climbing trip 

to the Canadian Rockies by way of 

Mt. Shasta, Mt. Hood, Mt. Rainier 

and the Tetons. I was taken along 

because the gas would be cheaper 

split four ways. 

The first contact I had with 

ice climbing on the trip was when 

we made a "conditioning climb" of 

Thompson Peak in the Trinity Alps of 

California. It was still covered 

with about 3 feet of snow and by the 

time Jac Lasner, Jon Gardey and Gary 

Brett had pulled me to the top I was 

ready to reconsider the whole idea 

and retreat back to Los Angeles for 

a summer of lying on the beach. 

Determined to stick it out for 

at least two months, and remembering 

only the more pleasant parts, I went 

on with the group to climb Shasta, 

Hood and Rainier. Now, however, a 

change began to take place. I got 

so I could spend more time enjoying 

* * * 

The fastest growing thing in nat- 
ure is a fish—from the time a guy 
catches it until he tells about it. 

PAT'S SKI SHOP 
Southwest Headquarters For 

FINE SKI EQUIPMENT 

Credit Terms • Open Evenings 

6414 S. Western • PL 2-5867 • Los Angeles 

the scenery and fewer hours gasping 

and feeling sorry for myself. I was 

having fun! 

With a change in attitude, 

things weren't quite so bleak. The 

daily oatmeal started to taste like 

something; it was unidentifiable, but 

still it had a taste. Three men in 

a two-man tent didn't seem so un-

comfortable either. At least the 

man in the middle (never me) was 

warm. 

And, so another convert to the 

sport of mountaineering was made. 

Joining a mountaineering club 

is the easiest and safest way to 

learn rock or ice climbing. Most 

groups have training courses set up 

for beginners, with experienced 

climbers in charge. They can give 

qualified advice on equipment and 

food, and make life easier in general 

for the tyro climber. 

The feeling that mountain 

climbing is a dangerous sport has 

little solid information behind 

it. Newspapers seem to give any 

accidents in the mountains a tre-

mendous build up. Actually, the 

number of mishaps that occur to ex-

perienced climbers are relatively 

few. According to the American 

Alpine Club's Accident Report, most 

of the climbers who get in trouble 

are climbing past their or their 

equipment's ability. With proper 

knowledge and equipment, I would 

feel much safer in the mountains 

than in a car trying to drive across 

town. 

I would really like to hear 

from you, the reader. Any comments, 

criticisms or questions (if not too 

hard) would be welcome. My address 

is 1265 Irving Avenue, Glendale 1, 

California. 

(Editor' s Note: This is the first 

of a regular column to appear in 

SUMMIT Magazine by Norm Sanders. 

Among his outstanding achievements 

as a mountaineer was the climbing of 

University Peak in Alaska last year. 

At that time it was the highest un-

climbed mountain in North America. 

An account of this expedition by 

Sanders appeared in the December 

issue of SUMMIT Magazine.) 



little David 

Demoftstrates 

The "Schuss" 

Ready?- 

Let 'em Slide!- 

(Pictures taken at Holiday Hill in 
California. David's mother, Bobbie 
Rumbaugh, is a member of the Ski 
Patrol and writes "Skiers' Corner" 
for the San Fernando Valley Times). 

- -Oh! Oh! 
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AFTER SKI 

BOOTS 

STADIUM 

BOOTS 

Boys - Misses 

Ladies Sizes 

3.95 - 5.95 

fishing The Wet fly -cont. 

PROCTOR 
SPORTING GOODS 

LONG BEACH 

SALES - RENTALS - REPAIRS 

SKI PANTS 7.25 to 32.50 

JACKETS 10.45 to 30.00 

Ski Fashions by Slalom 

and Sun Valley 

Imported & Domestic 

SKI SWEATERS 

1.95 to 34.50 

SKIS 
NORTHLAND 

HART 

VIKING 

ne 
HENKE 

NORDICA 

128 WEST BROADWAY 

Phone HEmlock 6-1768 

OPEN 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. 

THE HAND RETRIEVE 

'Sierra' -vs. 'Sierras' 
Native Californians like to 

think that they can tell how long a 

person has lived in this state by 

whether or not he adds an "s" to the 

word "Sierra". By this test, the 

man who refers to the "High Sierras" 

is put down as a newcomer; but the 

one who speaks of the "High Sierra" 

or even the "Sierra" is accepted as 

a true native. 

The correct term is the sing-

ular form because the spanish word 

means "range" and not "mountain" as 

the stranger might assume. In fact, 

there are other "sierras" in Cali-

fornia--the Sierra Madre, a range 

that runs back of Los Angeles; and 

the Sierra Morena (brown range), a 

spur of the Coast Range on the San 

Francisco peninsula. 

The name was first applied in 

1776 by Franciscan missionary Pedro 

Font, who described in his diary a 

great snow range--una gran sierra 

nevada--to the east of his party's 

campsite alongside the Sacramento 

River. He also drew the range on a 

map and labeled it with the descrip-

tive name that it has borne ever 

since. 

from page 9 

a hole completely covered by brush, 

are not so suspicious as those in 

the open, the man who manages to get 

a fly to them will usually get a 

strike. 

Along little meadow streams, the 

fly can often be "dabbled" with 

great success. The fisherman takes 

advantage of the brush by making it 

his blind, and he eases the rod, 

leader, and fly through whatever 
hole is available and dabbles the 

fly in the water. If the fly is 

allowed to sink to the bottom then 

is lifted occasionally just enough 

to allow the current to carry it a 

few inches along the bottom before 

settling again, any trout that sees 

it will soon be out after it. 

Another thing to take into con-

sideration is the visibility of the 

fly in the water. The presence of a 

fly floating on the surface, al-

though its form is not evident, is 

far more obvious to a trout than is 

one underwater on his own level. A 

dry fly is seen against the light of 

the sky background, but a wet fly 

may be camouflaged against the dark 

colors of the bottom, and might pass 

within a couple of feet of a feeding 

trout unnoticed. 

There are two things which help 

to catch the eye of such a fish--

motion and color. This is why wet 

flies are generally fished under 

motion and are designed in bright 

patterns. 

However, small and natural-

colored flies are best in small or 

clear streams where the chances of 

their being seen are good. In cloudy 

waters, or in large streams where a 

lot of ground must be covered and 

the fish attracted from considerable 

distance, it is best to use bright 

patterns. 

A wet fly can be fished just 

about every conceivable way. With a 

little experimenting, even the be-

ginning fisherman should be able to 

hook a few. 

(In succeeding issues of SUMMIT 

Magazine, we will give pointers on 

other methods of stream and lake 

fishing. If some of you "old- 

timers" in the art of fishing have 

information or suggestions - or 

directions to your favorite fishing 

spot!! - we will be happy to publish 

them in SUMMIT Magazine). 
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ALL DAY 

Int Ws I? 
111,1 

dc 0110a lifts0 6 tows 
ON'L'..\! 49 MILES FROM 

Across From Long Beach Memorial 
Stadium - Free Parking 

GArfield 5-6370 

In the New Los Altos Shopping 
Center - Next to Walker's 

H Ernlock 8-7083 

BEACH CALIF 

4311 E. CARSON 2120 BELLFLOWER BLVD. 

TEAM 
TROPHIES 

Kneissl 
Head 
Hart 
Kastle 
Cortina 
Northland 
Stein-Eriksen 
A& T 
Spaulding 
Gresyig 

and Other Brands of Ski Equipment 

White Stag 
Feller 
Bogner 
Sun Valley 
Profile 
Strolz 
Walsh 
Molitor 
Panzl 
Henke 
Excelsior 
Strasser 
Humanic 

NATIONAL BRANDS of 
Athletic Equipment 

Uniforms & Shoes TEAM 

Fishing Tackle OUTFITTING  
D Tennis Shop 

ea 'Trophies 
Engraving 
(WE DO OUR OWN) 

4D Bowling 
0 Archery 

e) Guns 

* SKI HEADQUARTERS * 

RENTALS 
At Our Lakewood 

Store Only 

REPAIRS 

Modern downhill or Alpine ski 

techniques have required nearly a 

century to develop. Skiing is known 

to have begun in the extreme north-

ern European countries more than two 

thousand years ago but as with most 

human endeavors very, very little 

progress was made in all that time 

either in ski design or methods of 

use. 

Slowly a renaissance began 

throughout the western world and a 

new, unfettered approach was applied 

to almost every facet of human 

thought and human effort. But, it 

was late in the 19th century before 

Zdarsky invented the stem turn and 

Alpine skiing was born. From that 

Hannes Schneider developed the Arl-

berg technique and modern skiing was 

born. Toni Seelos took the Arlberg 

technique and worked out an improved 

style of parallel swings and initi-

ated modern high speed slalom racing 

which enabled him to dominate that 

field for years. 

Then the French, led by Allais 

took Seelos' method, improved it and 

applied it to all skiing and they 

dominated the entire skiing world up 

to the time of World War II. Since 

the end of that conflict, the so-

called Arlberg technique under the 

influence of the French improvement 

has surged back and either the 

Austrians themselves or other Arl-

berg disciples from various coun-

tries have led the Alpine competi-

tive skiing field. 

All that leads up to the simple 

statement that we ski with our SKIS. 

You consider that statement flip-

pant? Well, it isn't. No matter 

by what method one approaches per-

fection in the use of skis, one 

comes more and more to the use of 

less and less force and energy and 

more and more to the simple act of 

RIDING ONE'S SKIS. Maintain ,your 

balance and let the skis go. Let 

'em go! Keep your balance and THEY 

will take you down the hill safely, 

quickly and 

Toss a ball onto a hill. Does 

it remain where it has landed? No, 

indeed. Immediately, it begans to  

roll down hill continually following 

the steepest direction or, as we say 

in skiing terms, "the fall line." 

The ball has no intelligence, no 

built in propelling mechanism. Then 

what brings it down the hill? 

"Gravity" we hear someone knowingly 

reply. 

True. And, it's the same force 

that brings your skis down the 

slope. Should you jump from a plane 

that same force quickly brings you 

to earth. BUT you will not fall 

faster and faster and FASTER. For 

a relatively short space your rate 

of fall does increase but soon the 

forces of nature come in balance, and 

the rate of fall is thereafter 

steady. That is called terminal 

velocity. You drive a car down a  

steep straight road. If the gradi-
ent is constant your speed increases 

to a point and then remains steady. 

Shift to second gear and you immedi-

ately slow down, but put it into 

first and you will scarcely move. 

Why? Because the forces of nature 

have come into balance. Gravity 

acting on the weight of the car can 

no longer pull it down against the 

retarding force of the engine com-

pression. Come down that same hill 

on a winding road where the gradient 

is much less steep and your car may 

not move as rapidly in high gear as 

it did on the steep straight road 

in second. 

Get the point? Set your course 

on skis straight down the hill, and 

they soon attain the greatest possi-

ble speed. But, remember that like 

your car, they soon will have 

reached "terminal velocity" and 

thereafter go no faster. Keep that 

in mind and most of the terror which 

SKI WITH  YOUR SKIS 

BY LESTER LAVELLE 

17 



"It never fails—I send out ninety-
seven invitations to the Mountain 
Climbers Society, and you're the 

only one that shows up!" 
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SKI WITH YOUR SKIS 

from page 17 

grips the overly cautious beginner 

is gone. Likewise, if the beginning 

racer can stand through the period 

of initial acceleration, he should 

be able to take the remainder of the 

course because his skis will of 

themselves run no faster, and from 

there on it is only a matter of 

maintaining balance and controlling 

direction. 

When Alpine skiing is properly 

done, by far the greater proportion 

of muscular effort is required just 

to maintain balance. At slow speeds 

you have little momentum and so any 

slight change in gradient of slope, 

the big and little bumps, every dip 

and hollow presents a different pull 

of gravity and a sudden change of 

speed. 

Light, powdery snow, fresh 

fallen heavy snow, wet snow, hard 

packed or smooth snow, icy snow, all 

have a different coefficient of 

friction and, therefore, your skis 

pass over them with correspondingly 

different ease and speed of move-

ment. Thus, should you run from  

light, powdery snow onto wet, sticky 

snow and then onto ice, your forward 

movement must change violently and 

instantaneously. And, that is what 

necessitates great mental alertness, 
muscular agility and considerable 

effort to keep balance and ease of 

position. Ease of position is at 

all times important; the one word 

"grace" can perhaps best express it. 

At higher speeds all the above 

varying conditions have less and 

less effect because momentum carries 

you through the shorter stretches, 

but where the changed condition is 

extended the effect is proportional. 

Moreover, at these higher speeds, a 

greatly increased wind resistance 

comes into play and a keen sense of 

body position must be developed to 

keep a nicety of balance. * 

Now, let's go back to the 

illustration of the winding downhill 

road. A body will attain greatest 

possible speed in a free fall 

through space -- as in the supposed 

fall from a plane. Reduce the angle 

of fall, as on the winding road or a 

curving downhill ski track, and the 

action of gravity and the resulting 

speed is correspondingly decreased. 

That is why and how you are told to 

ski "under control". Remember, the 

ball thrown onto the hill? Without 

intelligence it rolls where the 

slope takes it. With intelligence 

and a little mastery of your emot-

ions, you can control your direction 

and the speed of your skis. But 

more of that in our next article. 

Watch an accomplished skier 

coming down a slope. Seldom does 

he "take it straight". Why? Because 

there is so much joy to be experi-

enced by either regular or rapidly 

variable turns. And, again--Why? 

Because when one takes an absolutely 

straight run down a slope, he 

functions only in two dimensions, 

but when he adds TURNS to the down-

hill run, he functions in THREE 

dimensions! Three dimensional 

function. It is our contention that 

in no other manner may a human being 

achieve a similar experience. Pon-

der that statement, those of you who 

have learned to ski with grace and 

abandon, and I believe you will 

agree that the wonder of three 

dimensional function is the real 

secret of the grip skiing has on the 

minds of its accomplished devotees. 

*Read the article in the 1956 Ameri-
can Ski Annual by Roland Palmedo 

describing how Ralph Miller broke 

the world's ski speed record with a 

schuss of 109.7 m.p.h. at Portillo, 

Chile. 



"LOOKS LIKE A GOOD BET 

TO ME!" 

WHERE TO GO--- 

WHAT TO DO--- 

HOW TO DO IT--- 

In The Mountains 
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Pookin 

The rough and rugged mountain 

regions of the western states con-

tain great forest areas with an 

abundance of wildlife, rushing 

streams and mountain lakes teeming 

with trout, scenic beauty and 

recreational resources unsurpassed 

These regions are, to be found mainly 

within the boundaries of the Nation-

al Forests and National Parks. It 

is to these areas, accessible only 

by hiking or riding, that more and 

more people are turning each year 

for their recreation and for re-

laxation. 

Picture yourself far away from 

the maddening din of crowds, traffic, 

smog, gasoline odors and settled 

comfortably in a camp of your own 

in an .alpine meadow near a stream or 

a mountain lake--you have filled 

your creel with sizable trout and 
you have no distraction other than 

an occasional nod from one of your 

chosen companions. This is the ex-

perience you have on a "packing in" 

trip. 

Your trip can be as modest or 

as elaborate as your purse and time 

permit. You can ride for a day, or 

pack in over a weekend, a week, a 

month or longer. you can be taken 

to a designated camp site with your 

supplies and equipment and have the 

packer return for you at a stipu-

lated time. Or, you can keep the 

guide and stock and make numerous 

interesting trips from your base 

camp. 

You can go as light as your 

camping experience warrants and thus 

save the cost of additional stock, 

or you can go deluxe and have just 

as many extra luxuries as the Stock 

can pack. Most packers have a lower 

rate for guide and pack stock after 

the first few days so that a longer 

vacation can still be economical. 

Most packers operate from the 

beginning of the fishing season to 

the close of the deer hunting 
season. 

To assist those who seek thi's 

type of vacation, accurate and con-

cise information of reliable packers 

their facilities, territory they 

cover and recommended pack trips 

will be published in the SUUMIT 

Magazine beginning with the April 

edition, Watch for the next issue! 



DIRECTORY TO THE 

X941 b7i LODGING 
CALIFORNIA 

BIG BEAR LAKE 

Adams Cottages, PH. 2791 
Allen Camp, PH. 3531 
Ambassador Lodge, PH. 3131 
Andrew's Lodge, PH. 2241 
Big Bear Lodge, PH. 2461 
Blue Bird Lodge, 35 CABINS,PH.2871 
Fireside Lodge, PH. 2646 
Holiday Haven, PH. 3097 
Holloway's Camp, PH. 2551 
Killarney Cottages, PH. 3856 
Lagonita Lodge, PH. 2181 
Lone Star Cabins, PH. 3971 
Mountain Grove Lodge, PH. 3921 
Paramount Lodge, PH. 2511 
Pine Haven, PH. 3221 
Pine Knoll Lodge, PH. 4026 
Shangri-La Village, PH. 3432 
Ski-Hi Lodge, PH. 2211 
Sportsman's Lodge, PH. 3766 
Stillwell Resort, PH. 4251 (ALL 
MODERN HOUSEKEEPING CABINS) 

Sunshine Cottages, PH. 3066 
Swiss Village, PH. 5341 
Twin Cedars Court, PH. 3467 
Wawona Lodge, PH. 4296 (HOTEL 

ACCOMODATIONS, CABINS) 

GREEN VALLEY LAKE 
Lakeside Lodge, PH. 2322 
The Green Valley Lake Lodge, 

PHONE 2622 

LAKE TAHOE AREA 
Ski Run Lodge, Rms., $10 UP. 

AMER.. $7 UP EUR. Bijou 
Squaw Valley, Rms., DORMS.. FROM 

$2.50 UP. Tahoe Village 

MAMMOTH MT. AREA 
Alahu Resort. HOUSEKEEPING 

CABINS, $10 UP. Mammoth Lakes 
Arlberg Chalet, Rooms. 

DORMITORY. $6. Mammoth Lakes 
Barker's Manahu Lodge, Rooms & 
HOUSEKEEPING CABINS. $12 UP. 
Mammoth Lakes 

Berhers Ski Lodge, DORMITORY, 
$2 PER PERSON. Mammoth Lakes 

Crowley Lake Resort. CABINS. 
DORMITORY, Bishop P.O. 

Englehof. HOUSEKEEPING CABINS, 
SLEEPS 6. $21. Mammoth Lakes 

McGee Creek Lodge. Rooms. 
CABINS. Bishop P.O. 

Mammoth Tavern. Rooms, HOUSE- 
KEEPING CABINS, $5 UP DOUBLE. 
Mammoth Lakes. 

Mammoth View Lodge. HOUSEKEEP-
ING CABINS, $6 UP DOUBLE. 
Mammoth Lakes 

Minaret Motel. ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR 4 IN RM..$15. Mammoth Lakes 

Minaret Woods Resort. HOUSEKEEP-
ING CABINS, $20 DBL.Mammoth Lakes 
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Red Buck Lodge. Rooms $8 DBL. 
Mammoth Lakes 

The Christiana. Rooms. $7 EUR.. 
BREAKFAST. Mammoth Lakes 

Tom's Place. ROOMS. DORMS.. 
CABINS. Bishop P.O. 

Wally & Jo's Motel. HOUSEKEEP-
ING APTS.& CABINS. $2.50 UP. 
Bishop P.O. 

SNOW VALLEY 
Snow Valley Lodge. PH. RUNNING 

SPRINGS 2206 

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK 
Yosemite Lodge. MIDWEEK SKI 

SPECIAL, MEALS,LODGING. SKI 
LIFT, SKI LESSONS,$9 PER DAY. 

COLORADO 

ASPEN 
Aspenhof 

"OLD WORLD HOSPITALITY—NEW 
WORLD COMFORT" 

Blue Scruce Ski Lodge 
"ASPENS MOST DISTINCTIVE" 

Glory Hole Motel 
"JUST 40 FT. FROM T-BAR LIFT!" 

Norway Lodge 
18 Rms. WITH BATH. BREAKFAST 
SERVED. 

The Hillside 
COMFORTABLE Rms.. STUDIO APTS. 

The Smuggler 
Timberline Dorm 

"ONE BLOCK FROM SKI LODGE." 

IDAHO SPRINGS 
Berthoud Pass Lodge 

MODERN LODGE. COMFORTABLE Rms. 

WINTER PARK 
Timberhouse Ski Lodge 
NEAREST LODGE TO SKI AREA. 

NEVADA 

RENO 
Sky Tavern, AT THE FOOT OF THE 
RENO SKI BOWL. 20 MI. FROM RENO 
Box 2187, Ph. 2-6034 

UTAH 

ALTA 
Peruvian Lodge 
OPEN NOV. 20TH TO APR. 30TH. 

Rustler Lodge 
ALTA, VIA SANDY, UTAH 

* * * 

There are two kinds of fisherman; 
those who fish for sport and those 
who catch something. 

The Untracked Slope 
from page 3 
follow the Kearsarge Pass Trail 
which goes over the pass and drops 
down to Bullfrog Lake. This is a 
good spot to set up your camp. Total 
distance to the lake is six miles. 
This trail is the shortest, lowest 
and easiest of those leading over 
the crest of the Sierra. 

NORDEN TO SQUAW VALLEY. From the 
standpoint of winter scenery, this 
two-day tour (one way) along the 
Sierra crest is almost unparalleled. 
It is considered a fairly easy trip 
and there are no technical diffi-
culties. The trail is marked only 
part of the way, and your group 
should include one qualified skier 
who knows the route. 

From the Sugar Bowl, about a 
half day's climb up Mount Lincoln 
and beyond brings you to Benson Hut 
where you can spend the night. (Make 
advance reservations and check the 
route at Sierra Club's Lodge at 
Norden). You will need to take 
along food and bedding on this 
tour. From Benson Hut, it's an 
all-day trip to Squaw Valley. This 
second leg of the run is somewhat 
tougher than the first, and the 
going is slower. 

ECHO SUMMIT TO PYRAMID PEAK. Starts 
at Echo Chalet off U.S. Highway 50. 
For the experienced party, this 
region is ideal for snow camping. 
The easiest way is to cross the 
frozen surface of Echo Lake, travel-
ling generally westward, up to 
Haypress Meadow, then down into 
Desolation Valley. Lake. of the 
Woods is a good place to camp. The 
steep snow on the approach to 10,020 
foot Pyramid Peak ridge requires an 
understanding of avalanche dangers. 
From the summit you see the main 
crest of the Sierra stretching far 
to the north and the south. Lake 
Tahoe, sparkling in the sun, lies 
far below to the east. This trip 
is about 7 miles each way. 
GLACIER LODGE TO PALISADE GLACIER. 
Reached via Big Pine. This is a 
popular ski-touring spot and con-
tains some of the grandest country 
in the Sierra. A trail leads from 
Glacier Lodge up the north fork of 
Big Pine Creek 8 miles to Big Pine 
Lakes and Palisade Glacier. 

Of course, there are many other 
possibilities of ski touring in the 
western mountains. Whether it be a 
one-day, two-day or week-long tour, 
you will enjoy getting off on the 
untracked winter byways beyond the 
chairlift and practice slope. 



Clearing the roads in the Mammoth Mt. area in California following a February 
storm. --PHOTO BY THE AUTHOR. 

WINTER MOUNTAIN DRIVING 

By Norman Sanders 
Driving on ice and snow doesn't 

need to be a hazardous experience. 

In order to return happily from a 

trip to the mountains though, a 

little knowledge of the whys and 

wherefores of the specific driving 

difficulties might come in handy. 

Since skids are probably the 

most common problem, let's study 

them first. A skid will start any 

time the tires lose their traction 

on the road, either forward or side-

ways. 

The physics books put it this 

way: Static friction is greater 

than kinetic friction. 

This is only a fancy way of 

saying that a tire will have a bet-

ter grip on the road if it is roll-

ing than if it is sliding, and a 

stop can be made better if tires can 

be kept from skidding. 

To take advantage of this, good 

mountain drivers try to avoid any 

rapid changes in the motion of the 

car. They drive as smoothly as 

possible, with a light foot on gas 

and brake pedals and a soft touch on 
the steering wheel. 

Because a straight-line skid is 

liable to turn into a. spin, brakes 

should be used sparingly. When they  

must be used, a pumping of the pedal 

seems most effective. 

Whenever possible, it is best 

to slow down for curves well before 

the curve is reached. Many holes 

are punched in mountain snowbanks 

because drivers used brakes while 

going around a corner. A slight 

pressure on the gas pedal in the 

turn will help keep the car under 

control. 

Safest way of slowing down is 

to depend only on the braking power 

of the engine. Last winter, coming 

down from Fairbanks, Alaska over the 

winding Alcan Highway, the brakes on 

our panel truck went out about 250 

miles north of Whitehorse. We 
found that they weren't being used 

too much anyway on the icy road, so 

the journey into Whitehorse was made 

uneven,tfully at normal speed. 

Once the scenery does start 

whirling past the windows, about all 

that can be done is to hold on and 

hope for a soft spot in a snow-

bank. If caught early, however, a 

turn of the steering wh.eel in the 

direction of the skid and a little 

more power to the rear wheels may 
straighten it out. 

Tire chains can be a big help 

on snowy or icy roads but even they 

must be used with some caution. 

Chains too loose on the tire will  

make the back end of the car whip 

back and forth---sometimes badly 

enough to cause loss of control. For 

this reason, and to reduce wear on 

tires, chains should be mounted as 

tightly as possible. 

When driving on bare patches 

of pavement with chains on, the back 

end of the car has a tendency to 

skid going around corners. On the 

Angeles Crest Highway in Southern 

California one winter, our driver 

was travelling too fast with chains 

on bare pavement. Our car skidded 

completely around, overturned and 

finally came to rest on its side 

near the edge of a long drop. Near-

tragedies like this can easily be 

real tragedies. 

If chains must be mounted or 

removed, the car should be pulled 

well off the road. On most state 

highways there are turnouts cleared 

along side the road where chains can 

be dealt with. A car stopped on the 

highway, with people crawling around 

fighting with chains in a snowstorm 

is a hazard to the people themselves 

and any passing traffic. 

If stuck in snow or ice, the 

quickest way to get out is to keep 

calm and try to prevent the wheels 

from spinning. This is especially 

important with chains on because, 

once they start slipping, they will 

chew their way down until wheels are 

buried to the axles. 

Rocking back and forth is some-

times a good method to use: first 

forward until the wheels start slip-

ping, then back, and repeat the 

procedure until unstuck, exhausted 

or out of gas. 

With automatic transmissions a 

little finer control over the back 

wheels can be attained with the 

engine turning over fairly fast in 

gear and wheel motion controlled by 

the brakes. 

Everyone has some favorite 

method of avoiding, or working his 

way out of, driving difficulties. 

Many thoughtful individuals prudent-

ly carry sacks, canvas or an extra 

coat to throw under wheels for 

traction when stuck. Some more 

primitive characters depend on find-

ing branches or other natural 

materials handy to give wheels some-

thing to "bite" on. 

At any rate mountain lovers, 

skiing enthusiasts or snow-minded 

travellers will find that with a 

little care and practice more time 

can be spent on top of the snow and 

less effort and expense invested in 

digging bent body work out of road-

side drifts. 
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family 
MtBALDY ski plan 
4=D\ KIDS 

SKI SCHOOL 
5200 ALL DAY 

3double 
chair lifts 

ALL DAY for children 
195 

12 and under ! 6 rope tows 
ONLY 49 MILES mOM L.A. 

Timberhuuse Ski Lodge 

Winter Parh 

-' Nearest Lodge to Ski Area. 
3 lifts, 3 tows, 12 runs, 2000 feet 
drop. 
Board & Room (excellent family 
style meals). 

.0  From $5.50 (dorm.) to $7.50 (single). 
1:( Ski Week (all incl.) from $49.00. 

Write for Group Rates 

Call PArkway 6-9471 or Write to 

Paul and Else Timmerhaus 
Winter Park, Colorado 
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VIII WINTER OLYMPICS • 1960 

Ski the international Olympic choice. 
Phone our local office for reservations 
or last minute information. Or write 
for illustrated folder. 
LOS ANGELES . . phone TRinity 3671 
SAN FRANCISCO. . phone YUkon 2-6905 
SEATTLE  phone MUtual 1981 

SQUAW VALLEY—DEPT. A—TAHOE CITY 
CALIFORNIA — Phone Tahoe City 195 

!ATTMS 
from page 2 
SUMMIT Magazine: 

We will be pleased to assist 
you in gathering material on this 
area for your publication. Under 
separate cover, we have mailed you 
today several black and white glos-
sies on mountain areas of the state. 

Donald L. Bowers,Editor 
Nevada Highways and 

Park Magazine 
* * * 

SUMMIT Magazine: 
enclosing some material which 

we hope will be of assistance in 
preparing the article "You, Too, Can 
Climb the Matterhorn." We call your 
attention to the fact that the 
photos are numbered, in that they 
show a sort of progression in get-
ting nearer and nearer to the 
Matterhorn, and seem almost to out-
line the way to follow in the climb. 

We are also sending you some 
information for an article on "Ski 
Touring", which might be of interest 
to "Summit" readers. 

S. Egli, Manager 
Swiss National Tourist 

* * * 

SUMMIT Magazine: 
Thank you very much for your 

recent letter in which you request 
photographs and information to be 
used in your fine magazine. 

I am enclosing with this letter 
a selection of Colorado mountain 
scenes which I hope will be of some 
value to you. 

We are delighted to see that 
you are using our ski photographs. I 
have one suggestion to make. Perhaps 
your readers would like to know 
where these pictures were taken. I 
think a caption line stating that 
they were in Colorado would certain-
ly help your readers in learning 
where spectacular mountains are. 

Ha] Haney 

State of Colorado 
(Ed. Note: Anyone who has ever been 
in the Colorado mountains will 
certainly agree that they are 
spectacular. Scenes of Colorado 
have been published on the inside 
front cover of the last two issues 
of SUMMIT Magazine.) 

* * 

Dear H.V.J.: 

O.K., I give up. please enroll 
me as a subscriber. The cartoon on 
Page 12 is lovely, but most o'yer 
jokes are pretty moldy--Lilley-type 
goodies. Shame! 

Worthie D. 

Dear Editor: 

 and finally the snows came.... 
and we skiers, who have waited 
months for a chance to "slide the 
slopes" swarmed to our favorite 
chairlift  I, and my wife, arrived 
at  (our deletion, Ed.) at 9 
A.M., bought two "all day" lift 
tickets for a total of $8.00. After 
waiting in a long line, even at 
that hour, we arrived at the top, 
had a light snack at the hut there 
and had a glorious ski run to the 
bottom of the chairlift. But to 
our amazement, the waiting line, 
four abreast, extended clear over 
a hill and out of sight. My wife 
and I got in line and waited....as 
soon as we got to the top, we skied 
down and waited again when the 
lift closed we had got in 3 rides 
for the day, a total of 6 rides for 
$8.00 on an "all-day ticket". That 
was bad enough, but each time we 
waited in line, there were a hun-
dred or more sightseers in front of 
us. They had purchased a round 
trip sightseeing ticket for $1.... 
which amounted to much less than I 
was paying per ride. WHY...WHY... 
WHY... do lift operators try to make 
it all back in one day at the ex-
pense of skiers' limited ski time 
on the slope? Frankly, I think 
that the operation of these chair-
lifts should be investigated by the 
Better Business Bureau or some 
other such responsible organization. 
It's time we skiers stopped being 
taken for suckers! 

G. T. Morgan 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
(Ed. Note: Perhaps some chairlift 
operator would care to answer this 
letter. We will be haPPy to Pub-
lish u reply in the Summit Maga-
zine.) 

ONE WAY OF DOING IT 

A visitor to a section of the 
country where lakes abound was 
standing in front of a small lake 
nestled in among some high mountains 
when a guide spoke to him. 
"There's a glorious echo around 

here," saud the guide, "but you have 
to shout very loud. Now, you just 
yell, "Two bottles of beer!" 
The tourist shouted, and then 

listened intently. 
"I don't hear any echo," he said, 

at last. 
"Oh, well," replied the guide. 

"Here comes the bartender with the 
two bottles of beer, anyway!" 

--Dan Bennett 



Sti tic  

MAMMOTH 
MOUNTAIN   

SINCE 1938 

PIONEER PARALLEL 

SKI SCHOOL 

PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 

F.W.S.I.A. CERTIFIED 

A Message Of Spring 

(:), Earth, thou hast not any wind that blows that is not music. 

Every leaf of thine that flutters, 

Sings in dulcet rhyme; 

And every huible hedgerow flower 

that blooms 

And every little brown bird that 

doth sing, 

Holds something greater than itself, 

And bears a living word to every 

living thing; 

A sPirit broods amid the grass; 

Vague outlines of the Everlasting 

Thought lie in the melting 

Shadows as they pass. 

The touch of an Eternal Presence 
thrills 

The fringes of the sunset and the 

hills. 

LESTER' S EQUIPMENT 

NOTES 
HEADQUARTERS & OFFICE: 

Here is something new and 

better. A leather waterproofing 

manufactured by Dow-Corning, one of 

the country's largest chemical firms 

is slowly getting onto the market 

under the trade name of "Shoe Saver" 

It's a Silicone solution and when 

dry leaves a thin waterproof coating 

on each of the fibers that make up 

leather without filling like paste 

or wax. 

The leather "breathes" and 

water can be worked through., but the 

fibers themselves are waterproof. 

The leather becomes softer because 

the fibers can slip over or past one 
another more readily, but there is 

no stretching that I have exper-

ienced. Wonderful on ski mitts and 

and gloves. Have also tried it on 

ski pole parts and my long thongs--

no more freezing up! 
* * * 

When you dry your ski boots, 

lay them on their side. Air can 

then circulate so the INSIDE will 

dry more quickly. Take the liners 

out of your mitts or gloves and put 

just enough paper in the wrist to 

keep it open. Same result as with 

the boots. 

EAST SLOPE ROPE TOWS 
(On Mammoth Lakes Highway One Mile From Mammoth 

Lakes Village) 

SPECIAL: 
Personally Conducted Classes & Private Lessons On 

Dave McCoy's NORTH SLOPE 

& Chairlift 

Read: MODERN SKI SYSTEMS 
By HANS GEORG 

AVAILABLE IN ALL LEADING SKI STORES 

Send for autographed copies: 

MAMMOTH LAKES, CALIFORNIA-BOX 1180 

(Enclose Check or Money Order $3.75 plus tax) 
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I TOOK NY 30y a-

les sir, I tok 
o my boy a-fishn' 

i. Sure, his mother told me to, but 
besides, I kind of done it ' 
seemed the thing to do cause it 

a-fish' 

It's a 
 heat more fun 

in 
When I'm out there 

my 'cause we really get acquainted through 
with 

son, 
a little fishin' fun. 

When my creel of life is emty, 
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worn, Shall always keel:, 
r

ort of 
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n' that 
first early 

summer  ememberi 
m 

took 
my boy a-fishin', 
learned th 

orn when I 

and I really 
e joy that comes to every 

father when he really knows his boy. 

HOW TO BREAK THE ICE 

Slippery ice, very thin; pretty 
girl tumbled in. Saw a boy upon the 
bank--gave a shriek, and then she 
sank. 

Boy on bank heard her shout, 
jumped right in--helped her out. Now 
he's hers--very nice; but she had to 
break the ice. 

"These rock formations," explained 
the guide, "were piled up here by 
the glaciers." 

"But, where are the glaciers?" 
asked a curious old lady. 

"They've gone back, Madam, to get 
more rocks," said the guide. 

A philosopher insists we are not 
what we think we are; we are what we 
think. Well, then, if we are what 
we think, what we think we are, we 
are, are we not? Are we? 
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